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HOW TO USE MERCONTM PRODUCTS
1.   Block off spill site (minimum 2 metre radius) from foot traffic. Open windows and shut off ventilation system. 
      Check clothing and footwear for mercury and remove contaminated apparel.
2.   Wear protective clothing, eyewear, gloves and ventilation according to applicable regulations.  
   Spray MERCONTM  spray into ambient air above the clean up site.
3.   Use MERCONTM vap to cover visible mercury beads. CAUTION: After applying MERCONTM spray or 
   MERCONTM  vap, floor may be slippery.
4.   Use MERCURY Aspirator to pick up mercury beads and deposit into MERCONTM  tainer. 
   Ensure tip is below rim.
5.   NOTE: MERCONTM  tainer may be re-used, provided it is no more then 1/2 full, for up to six months. Always   
   have a usable container available for future spill.
6.   Wipe contaminated surfaces clean with MERCONTM vap liquid or MERCONTM wipes ( kits 1 & 2 only)
7.   Wipe shoes, gloves and other contaminated items with MERCONTM  wipes or disposable towels saturated   
   with MERCONTM  vap.
8.   Label contaminated items.
9.   Determine the appropriate disposal method according to local, state and federal regulations for waste.
10. File an appropriate incident report in accordance with company or local environmental regulations. Ensure that any  
   staff which may have come in contact with the mercury spill or which may have been exposed to mercury  
      vapor seek medical attention as soon as possible.

                        ANY QUESTIONS CALL ROSS HEALTHCARE, INC. @ 1-800-663-8303

MERCONTM  ASPIRATOR DIRECTIONS FOR USE
The MERCONTM Aspirator is a simple and easy to use waste mercury pick-up tool. Effective on hard surfaces 
and under water. Kit allows for quick clean up of spilled mercury. When purchased in one of three Mercury Spill Kits 
it allows for clean up of mercury spills without any mixing or assembly.

Use of MERCONTM Syringe Aspirator Mercury to Pick-up Mercury droplets

1.   Push loading knob all the way down.
2.   Release trigger and suction up 1-2 oz. of MERCON -VAP OR MERCON-X. 
      This exercise will familiarize user with action of tool.
3.   Place tip of Aspirator near mercury beads and repeat steps 1 and 2.
4.   Tilting tip above body of Aspirator will prevent mercury from being accidently released.
5.   Hold the syringe/aspirator above MERCONTM  tainer being careful to ensure tip is below uppoer rim
6.   Gently press loading knob to slowly release any mercury into container
7.   Continue with spill procedure as outlined in Mercury spill kit instructions.
8.   Repeat steps 1 and 2 to clean Aspirator. Wipe down eterior surfaces using one of the following MERCONTM products:
   MERCONwipes, MERCONvap, MERCON-X

INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO USE MERCONTM PRODUCTS IN           
MERCURY SPILL kIT MODEL NO. SEI268


